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Background
g
 December 31, 2019 – Cluster of pneumonia cases being
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Wuhan China
monitored in Wuhan,
January 7, 2020 – Linked to a new strain of coronavirus called
p
y Syndrome
y
(
)
Severe Acute Respiratory
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
January 11 – First related death in China reported
January 23 – Wuhan, China lockdown through April 8
February 11 – The World Health Organization named this
disease “coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID‐19)
M h 11 – COVID-19
March
COVID 19 declared
d l d a global
l b l pandemic
d i by
b WHO

Hawai‘i Timeline
 March 6 – First Hawai‘i COVID-19 case announced

https://mauinow.com/2020/08/25/stay-at-home-work-from-home-order-reinstated-onoahu-for-two-weeks-starting-aug-27/

 March 25 – Statewide stay-at-home
work-from-home
stay at home and work
from home order through May 31
 March 26 – Mandatory 14-day quarantine for arriving domestic & international







travelers
March 31 – First Hawai‘i
Hawai i COVID-19
COVID 19 death announced
April 1 – Mandatory 14-day quarantine for interisland travelers through June 16
August 11 – Reinstated 14-day quarantine for interisland travelers
August 27 – O‘ahu stay-at-home and work-from-home order through Sept. 23
September 8 – Statewide COVID-19 cases reached 10,000
October 15 – Pre
Pre-travel
travel testing program for domestic travelers to bypass
quarantine
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State of Hawai‘i – As of Oct. 31
County Name

Cumulative
Confirmed Cases

Cumulative
Confirmed Deaths

Honolulu

13,179

170

Hawai‘ii
Hawai

1 299
1,299

31

Maui

523

17

Kaua‘ii
Kaua

65

0

Kalawao

0

0

Data duration: January 1, 2020 – October 31, 2020
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Purposes
p
1. Quantify socioeconomic correlations of the

d i spread
d in
i the
th State
St t off Hawai‘i
H
i‘i
pandemic
p
y be
2. Understand how the p
pandemic spread
may
influenced by human behavior & dynamic mobility
3 Identify socioeconomic precursors or markers of
3.

the current and future spreading of infections
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Ti
S i
Time‐Series
Modeling
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Time‐Series Analysis
y – Brief Review
1.

Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation

3.

https://www.statisticshowto.com/probability-and-statistics/correlation-coefficient-formula/

2.
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Auto/Cross Correlation

https://towardsdatascience.com/fourways-to-quantify-synchrony-betweentime-series-data-b99136c4a9c9

Euclidean Matching

https://www.sflscientific.com/data-science-blog/2016/6/3/dynamic-time-warping-time-series-analysis-ii

4.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

https://www.sflscientific.com/data-scienceblog/2016/6/3/dynamic-time-warping-time-seriesanalysis-ii

Dynamic
y
Time Warping
p g (DTW)
(
)
 Originally developed for speech

recognition
 Changes in human behavior and mobility
may not happen at the same time or rate
as changes in the pandemic spread
 Measures the similarity of two time
time-series
series
by shifting and warping, such that the
Euclidean distance is minimized
 dtw function embedded in MATLAB
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https://medium.com/better-programming/how-todo-speech-recognition-with-a-dynamic-timewarping-algorithm-159c2a1bb83c

Introduction to DTW
 Given two vectors X and Y

are plotted with respect to
element index:

X = (1, 6, 2, 2, 1, 1)
Y = ((1,, 1,, 5,, 5,, 2,, 1))

Index
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DTW Algorithm
g
(step
( p 1))

 Create distance matrix

X = (1, 6, 2, 2, 1, 1)
Y = (1, 1, 5, 5, 2, 1)
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DTW Algorithm
g
(step
( p 2))
 Calculate elements of

distance matrix
 Definition
 Example
E
l
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DTW Algorithm
g
(step
( p 3))
 Create optimal path by

selecting the nearest
neighbor of the shortest
distance:
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DTW Algorithm
g
(step
( p 4))
 Repeat the optimal path

towards first element:
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DTW Algorithm
g
(step
( p 5))
 The Euclidean distance is

calculated as 2, i.e., the
sum of all values along
the optimal path:
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DTW Algorithm
g
(MATLAB)
(
)
 dtw function of the signal processing

toolbox in MATLAB was used to
distance as
calculate the Euclidean distance,
follows:
X = [1 6 2 2 1 1];
Y = [1 1 5 5 2 1];
dtw(X,Y);

 Euclidean distance is equal to 2
 Shorter Euclidean distances have

a stronger correlation and the
aligned signals match well to each
other
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MATLAB Code
Each time-series is
% Loop for amount of rows of data
f k=1
R
for
1:numRows
time
converted to new time% Check if either has a missing value (NaN)
series with zero mean
if (isnan(refvec(k)) == 1) | (isnan(testvec(k)) == 1)
and unit variance
% Assign row numbers to be removed
2. Missing or blank data
points are excluded usingg 3. Positive correlation using
p
normalized
li d time-series,
ti
i as it iis
a MATLAB function,
4. Negative correlation using
isnan
flipped normalized time-series
time series
 if isnan(variable)==1
1.
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D t Acquisition
A q i iti
Data
& Analysis
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Socioeconomic Data (1)
( )
Hawai‘ii Dept.
Dept of Health:
Hawai
 Daily New Cases (DNC)
 Per county
 Daily number of

COVID-19 tests
conducted

USAFacts:
 Daily New Deaths (DND)
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Socioeconomic Data ((2):
) Google
g
 Anonymous data
 “...created with aggregated,
anonymized sets of data from users
who have turned on the Location
History setting, which is off by
default.”
 Relative
R l ti change
h
iin visitors
i it
tto:
1.
Retail & Recreation
2.
Grocery & Pharmacy
3
3.
Parks
4.
Transit Stations
5.
Workplaces
 Relative change
g in duration at:
6.
Residential
21

Socioeconomic Data (3): Apple & BWS
Apple:
 Anonymous Apple Maps data:
 “...generated by counting the number of requests made to Apple Maps for
directions. Data that is sent from users’ devices to the Maps service is associated
with random, rotating identifiers so Apple doesn’t have a profile of your
movements and searches.”
 Relative number of requests for directions:
 Driving
 Walking
 Transit

Honolulu Board of Water Supply:
 Pumpage of potable water production per day
22

Socioeconomic Data
ata (4): DBEDTT & DOT
OT
Hawai‘i Department of Business,
Economic Development & Tourism:
N b off domestic
d
ti traveler
t
l
 Number
arrivals from U.S. mainland
 International arrivals not itemized
y county
y
by
US Dept. of Transportation:
 Anonymous mobile device data
 Number of people not staying at
home per day
 Number of trips made per day
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GitHub
MATLAB source
codes and data
file are available
at our GitHub site:

24

https://github.com/enphysoft/covid19-hawaii-dynamic-time-warping

R
lt &
Results
Discussions
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Socioeconomic Time‐Series
Category

Definitions

1-RetailRec

“Retail & Recreation” is the relative change in visitors to locations including restaurants, shopping centers, and movie theaters

2-GroceryPharm

“Grocery & Pharmacy” is the relative change in visitors to locations including grocery stores and pharmacies

3-Parks

“Parks” is the relative change in visitors to locations including parks and beaches

4-TransitStation

“Transit Stations” is the relative change in visitors to locations including subway, bus, and train stations, taxi stands, and car rental agencies

5-Workplaces

“Workplaces” is the relative change in visitors to places of work

6-Residential

g in duration at p
places of residence
“Residential” is the relative change

7-Driving

“Driving” is the relative number of requests for driving directions

8-Walking

“Walking” is the relative number of requests for walking directions

9-PopNotHome

“Population Not Staying at Home” is the number of people not staying at home per day

10-Trips

“Number
A trip
for
10 minutes
“N b off Trips”
T i ” is
i the
h number
b off trips
i made
d per day.
d
i is
i a movement by
b any mode
d to a location
l
i and
d staying
i there
h
f at least
l
i

11-Arrivals

“Arrivals” is the number of domestic traveler arrivals per day

12-Tests

“Total Test Encounters” is the daily number of COVID-19 tests conducted

13-DND

“Daily New Deaths” is the number of daily new deaths

14-Water

“Total Island Potable Water Production” is the pumpage of potable water production per day

15-Transit

“Transit” is the relative number of requests for public transit directions
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Determination of Startingg Date

27

County

30 Days After the 1st Case

Honolulu

Day 095 (April 04, 2020)

Hawai‘i
i‘i

Day 107 (April
(
il 16, 2020))

Maui

Day 104 (April 13, 2020)

Kaua‘i

Day 103 (April 12, 2020)

The DTW analysis will be performed for 30 days after the first case
in each county

Which Startingg Date?
Euclidean distances between daily new cases (DNC) and
time-series
socioeconomic time
series from the first occurrence
date of March 5 of Honolulu:

Date of 1st Case
28

30 Days After 1st Case

60 Days After 1st Case

DTW Comparison
p
of Counties
 Overall, the positive

correlation usually gives the
shortest Euclidean distance
 Exceptions are county
dependent
d
d t
 5-Workplace
 6-Residential
6 es de t a
 10-Trips shows similar
positive and negative
correlations
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Honolulu Countyy DTW (1)
( )
 Shortest Euclidean

Distance:





12-Daily Number of Tests
1-Retail & Recreation
2-Grocery
2 Grocery & Pharmacy
3-Parks

 Daily
y New Deaths had a

short Euclidean distance
 Potable Water Production
did not give any
meaningful information
30

Honolulu Countyy DTW (2)
( )
Daily Number of Tests
 Day 151-168 (O‘ahu's surge

testing)
 Daily new cases
 DNC spike may have initiated
more testingg
 Aligned Signals match well to
each other and result in
shorter
h
Euclidean
ld
distance
d
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Honolulu Countyy DTW (3)
( )
Retail & Recreation
Da 7 (Good Friday)
Frida )
Day
Day 91 (Independence Day)
Day 114 (Hurricane Douglas)
Day 146 - 173 (Stay-at-home
(Stay at home order)
The increase in DNC around day 120
follows after the gradual increase in
visitors to retail & recreation locations
 Aligned Signals match well to each
other except during first 25 days,
which result in shorter Euclidean
distance
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Hawai‘i Countyy DTW (1)
( )
 Shortest Euclidean

Distance:

 12-Daily Number of Tests
 11-Domestic Traveler

Arrivals

 The time-series for the

number of trips per day
had the shortest Euclidean
distance of a negative
correlation to the DNC
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Hawai‘i Countyy DTW (2)
( )
Daily Number of Tests
 Specific Days 49, 93-101, 120-

200
 DNC spikes concurrent with
increased testing
 Aligned
g
Signals
g
match well to
each other and result in
shorter Euclidean distance
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Hawai‘i Countyy DTW (3)
( )
Domestic Traveler Arrivals
(I d
d
D )
 D
Day 79 (Independence
Day)
 Day 183 (Pre-travel testing

program)
 The increase in DNC around day
130 follows after the steady level
of domestic traveler arrivals from
da 80-120
day
80 120
 Aligned Signals match well to each
other by shifting day 60-140 of the
arrivals (blue) time
time-series
series to the
right and day 180-200 to the left
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Maui Countyy DTW (1)
( )
 Shortest Euclidean

Distance:

 11-Domestic Traveler

Arrivals
 12-Daily Number of
Tests

 The other time-series

(1-10) do not show
meaningful trends
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Maui Countyy DTW (2)
( )
Domestic Traveler Arrivals
D 186 (Pre-travel
(P t
l ttesting
ti
 Day

program)
 The increase in DNC on day 193
follows after the increase in
domestic traveler arrivals from
day 186
 Aligned
g ed Signals
S g a s match
atc well
e to
each other by shifting the
arrivals (blue) time-series near
day 200 slightly to the right,
which result in shorter
Euclidean distance
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Maui Countyy DTW (3)
( )
Daily Number of Tests
 Day 100-110, 130-150, 190
 DNC spikes concurrent with

increased testing
 Similar to Hawai‘i county

 Aligned Signals match well to

each other and result in
shorter Euclidean distance
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Kaua‘i Countyy DTW (1)
( )
 Shortest Euclidean

Distance:

 11-Domestic Traveler

Arrivals

 However, Kaua‘i county

had a small sample size
of 65 cumulative cases
 Does not provide
meaningful
i f l analysis
l i
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Kaua‘i Countyy DTW (2)
( )
Domestic Traveler Arrivals
 Day 187 (Pre-travel testing

program)
 Shortest Euclidean distance
distance,
but weak correlation due to
small sample size
(Cumulative cases = 65)
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Kaua‘i Countyy DTW (3)
( )
Daily Number of Tests
 Weak correlation due to small

sample size (Cumulative
cases = 65)
 No meaningful overlaps are
observed
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Socioeconomic Data ((5)) DOT
US Dept. of Transportation:
 Number of trips of varying

distances per day
Semi-Log Plot

“...produced
produced from an anonymized national panel of mobile device
data from multiple sources. All data sources used in the creation of
the metrics contain no personal information.”
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Transportation
p
DTW: Trip
p Distances
 Longer trips may not

b ttypical
i l di
t
by
distances
so
these are excluded
 Shortest
Euclidean
Sh t t E
lid
distances:

Honolulu

Hawai
Hawai‘ii

Maui

Kaua‘i

 Honolulu = 5-Trips 10-25 miles
 Hawai‘i = 7-Trips 50-100 miles
 Maui = No meaningful trends
 Kaua
Kaua‘ii = Sample size is too small

for DNC
43

Conclusion
44

Concludingg Remarks ((1))
1.

2.

3
3.
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The degree of correlation between socioeconomic and pandemic
time-series
warping”
time
series are investigated using the “dynamic
dynamic time warping
method, developed initially as a voice recognition tool.
The Euclidean distances between the daily new cases and various
socioeconomic time-series are calculated and used to rank
similarities of the time-series.
Each county in the State of Hawai‘i
Hawai i has specific socioeconomic and
transportation time-series to pay closer attention to because not
all socioeconomic data are equally correlated to the spreading
patterns
tt
off COVID
COVID-19
19 iinfections.
f ti

Concludingg Remarks ((2))
Honolulu County:
 Shortest Euclidean distances
 Daily Number of Tests, Retail &
Recreation, Grocery & Pharmacy,
and Parks
25 miles are
 Trip distances of 10
10-25
most significant
Maui County:
 Shortest Euclidean distances
 Domestic Traveler Arrivals and
Daily Number of Tests
 Trip distances were unexpected
and need more investigation
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Hawai‘i County:
 Shortest Euclidean distances
 Daily Number of Tests and
Domestic Traveler Arrivals
 Trip distances of 50-100 miles
are most significant
Kaua‘i County:
 Shortest Euclidean distances
 Domestic Traveler Arrivals
 However, Kaua‘i county’s small
sample size of 65 cumulative cases
does not provide
pro ide meaningful
meaningf l
analysis

Suggestions
gg
and Recommendations
1. Data can be obtained directly from state or

government agencies to provide more accurate and
better-organized databases.
2. Time
series data related to various disciplines can be
Time-series
included for a better understanding of how the
pandemic is spreading.
3. The current DTW analysis can be expanded to
include time-series data at the national and
i t
international
ti
l levels.
l l
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A Q
ti
?
Any
Questions?
Th k You
Thank
Y
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